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Shalom all! Welcome to Torah Notes + PLUS… (

)

FIRST UP…..
IF YOU HAVE A PRAYER REQUEST YOU WOULD LIKE PEOPLE ON THE LIST TO
PRAY FOR YOU CAN SEND THEM TO ME AT TOLMM@ETZ-CHAYIM.ORG OR BY
TEXT MESSAGE TO 575 644-7706 AND I WILL SEND THEM BY EMAIL ONLY.

Remember that you can support the work of Tree of Life Messianic Ministries
with a donation made via PayPal or by check to PO Box 467, Organ, NM 88052.
Your donation helps our continued outreach to inmates and the time it takes to
put this Newsletter together.

Tree of Life Messianic Ministries is an approved Giving
Charity by PayPal. To donate go to etz-chayim.org and click on the PayPal Link.
Tree of Life Messianic Ministries primarily focuses on its Prison Ministry and
helping form groups in the prisons. TOLMM also seeks to help Home Groups and
offers a covering for Home Groups and the combined experience of leadership
from Rabbi Philip Hammond and Rabbi Mordecai Silver. Group leaders can
receive recognition as Elders under TOLMM, which will help in an advisory role.
Your support is needed for the Prison Ministry due to continuing rising costs.
We now have an Affiliate in Australia.
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POINT OF INFORMATION
BOTH RABBI BRANDT AND I HAVE BOOKS LISTED ON AMAZON AND ON HER
WEBSITE-SEE BELOW. TO SEARCH FOR MY BOOKS ON AMAZON ENTER “BOOKS
BY RAV MORDECAI SILVER”. MINE ARE AVAILABLE IN PRINT OR KINDLE
FORMAT. I HAVE TWO NEW BOOKS ON AMAZON: RAV SHA’UL AND
REFLECTIONS ON TORAH.
FOR RABBI BRANDT’S BOOKS YOU CAN GO TO HER WEBSITE AT
HTTP://WWW.DEBORAHSMESSIANICMINISTRIES.COM/BOOK%20NOOK.HTM
TO SEE THE LIBRARY OF BOOKS SHE CARRIES, BOTH THROUGH HER WEBSITE
AND ON AMAZON. RABBI BRANDT HAS SEVERAL DEVOTIONALS TO AID YOU IN
YOUR WALK WITH MESSIAH YESHUA. SHE TRULY HAS A SERVANT’S HEART FOR
MESSIAH.

HOME GROUPS, CONGREGATIONS AND PEOPLE
SEEKING FELLOWSHIP…
Shawn Warren lives in Arizona. If you know of someone who is looking for a
group in that area, please let me know and I will send the information to Shawn.
Marcia Hedrick would like to host a group on the west side of El Paso in her
home. She also needs someone to lead the group while she will be the host. If
you are interested let me know and I will send her the information.
Gabriel Martinez has a home group in El Paso (different area). If interested let
me know and I will send him the information.
Rabbi Deborah Brandt, Ph.D., is the Director of JSI and has classes and seminars
for JSI and has online Bible studies. Contact her at Rabbindmm@comcast.net.
Rabbi Brandt has a Shabbat Service on Zoom and a Bible Study online on Zoom.
Contact her for more information. Rabbi Brandt is located Illinois.
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Rabbi Phillip Hammond has a Zoom Bible Study and a Shabbat Service on Zoom
Sat. morning at 11:00am. Rabbi Hammond is in Australia and the time
difference would be 5:00pm Friday Mountain Time. Rabbi Hammond also has a
men’s group. You can contact Rabbi Hammond at Philip@etz-chayim.org. Rabbi
Hammond is now affiliated with Rabbi Mordecai Silver and his ministry, Tree of
Life Messianic Ministries. Check out Rabbi Hammond’s at https://www.etzchayim.org/australia-affiliate/.
We thank you for your support.
Blessings in Messiah Yeshua,
Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph. D., and Rabbi Philip Hammond, Ph.D.

MESSIANIC TEACHING ON THE WEEKLY TORAH, HAFTARAH, AND APOSTOLIC
SCRIPTURE PORTIONS…

Message for 5-7-22
Message originally shared 5/9/97
K’Doshim – Holy Ones
Leviticus – Vayikra 19:1-20:27
Eze 22:1-16 20:2-20
Mattiyahu 5:43-48
Vayikra 19:15 Do no unrighteousness in right-ruling. Do not be partial to the poor
or favor the face of the great, but rightly rule your neighbor in righteousness.
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19:17 Do not hate your brother in your heart. Reprove your neighbor, for certain,
and bear no sin because of him. 19:18 Do not take vengeance or bear a grudge
against the children of your people. And you shall love your neighbor as yourself.
I am Adonai.
James 4:11 Brothers, stop speaking against each other! Whoever speaks against
a brother or judges a brother is speaking against Torah and judging Torah. And if
you judge Torah, you are not a doer of what Torah says, but a judge.
James 5:9 Don’t grumble against one another, brothers, so that you won'’ come
under condemnation -–look! The Judge is standing at the door!
"You shall not hate your brother in your heart; you shall surely rebuke your
fellow, and not bear sin because of him." [19:17]
We learn several concepts from this verse. We learn a sense of communal
responsibility, built upon love and brotherhood. We learn that if your neighbor is doing
something wrong, you should not dislike him because of
it, but should discuss the issue with him. We have a responsibility to rebuke... but why?
The Iglei Tal explains: "it is the nature of a person, that when he sees his neighbor
doing something wrong, he decides that this person is evil. Even if he sees the neighbor
later, doing something which could be seen in a positive light, nonetheless he will
attribute sinister motives to the
neighbor, for he has already stamped him with the seal, 'wicked.'
"However, if he would rebuke him after the first time, he might learn that the neighbor
had full justification for his actions, or the neighbor might admit his guilt and promise not
to do this again. As a result, when the neighbor did the second action, the first party
would judge him favorably.
"For this reason, the Torah says, 'you shall surely rebuke your neighbor' when you see
him doing something wrong, and [the phrase 'do not bear sin because of him' can also
be read:] 'do not place sin upon him' - do not
consider everything he does afterwards as sinful, for now you can [fulfill the
commandment to] judge him favorably."
We have a commandment to rebuke, yes, but in order to increase love and
brotherhood, in order to ensure that each party understand his or her neighbor's actions
and motivations in the most positive possible light. The commandment to rebuke is not,
Heaven forbid, a commandment to increase discord and needless hatred.
All too often, it seems that we remember the "surely rebuke" part and forget the phrases
which precede and follow it. We are very quick to say, "You are doing something
wrong." If we know that this is a Mitzvah, we defend ourselves by pointing this out - "I'm
supposed to tell him; he's doing something wrong!" But if we "hate our brother in our
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heart," how can we go on? The Talmud says, "correct yourself; then correct others."
The word used in the verse for "fellow" comes from the word "nation" - this is a member
of your nation, your relative, your brother. Is it not obvious that unless you love this
person as a brother, it is impossible to fulfill the Mitzvah?
The person discussed in this commandment is one who is making an error. Those who
act out of hatred and malice are not included here - for they are no longer "your
brother." If someone is making an innocent mistake, not realizing the severity of his or
her actions, you can only correct this person with love. Anything else will cause him or
her to hate, or act with malice.
The Chovas Yair writes: "when we give rebuke to someone, it is inappropriate to label
him wicked; just the opposite - one must turn to him with words which uplift him and
draw him close, such as 'it is beneath your dignity to do something like that.' Then, it is
possible for the rebuke to have a positive effect.
"'You shall surely rebuke' - if you say rebuke to someone, you must consider him 'your
fellow,' meaning your friend, a person as valuable and worthwhile as you; 'and do not
place sin upon him' - do not label him a sinner, for then he will turn away from you
entirely, and nothing positive will emerge."
This is as simple as a short comment from Rashi, Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki: "Do not bear
sin because of him - do not embarrass him in public." The Mitzvah of rebuke is the
opposite of public embarrassment - it is an investment in the other party, a belief in his
or her ability to explain, or change if necessary.
I have heard several wonderful, warm people mention that when they were young, their
parents would stop them from doing something by saying in Yiddish, 'Es pas nisht far
dir' - it is not fitting for you, it is beneath your dignity. Perhaps it is the children of those
parents who grow up to be warm and wonderful! If we are to grow as believers, it must
be with love and cooperation, not loud, public anger and discord. If we love each other,
then we can work together to change, improve and grow.
Mattiyahu 5:43-48 You have heard that our fathers were told, ‘Love your neighbor
– and hate your enemy.’ But I tell you, love your enemies! Pray for those who
persecute you! Then you will become children of your Father in heaven. For he
makes His sunshine on good and bad people alike, and He sends rain to the
righteous and the unrighteous alike. What reward do you get if you love only
those who love you? Why, even tax-collectors do that! And if you are friendly
only to your friends, are you doing anything out of the ordinary? Even the Goyim
do that! Therefore, be perfect, just as your Father in heaven is perfect.

I include a Traditional Torah Commentary and my Messianic Commentary. The reason for this
is so you can see a Messianic Perspective and a Traditional Jewish one. Remember to use
discernment in approaching Traditional Jewish teachings as they do not recognize Yeshua as
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the Messiah. There are various ideas in traditional Jewish circles about the Messiah and even
that there is no Messiah, the thinking in Reform Judaism. So, please be careful to balance the
teachings.
NOTE: I do not agree with the Jewish position on Yeshua, but Believers need to know the Jewish
thinking on Yeshua and not buy into this thinking and forsake faith in our Messiah. For those who
say they would never do this, I must beg to differ, because I have seen it over my life as a Jewish
Believer in Yeshua. I have been a Believer in Messiah Yeshua since 1976. I have seen a lot and had
many discussions with my fellow Jews and non-Jews who ultimately turned away from Yeshua
because they steeped themselves in Jewish teachings. One does not come out of either traditional
Judaism or Christianity and come into the Messianic walk, and then going back, or into,
traditional Judaism. There are many good things in Judaism but denying Yeshua as Messiah is not
one of them. Berachot (Blessings), Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph.D.

A TRADITIONAL TORAH AND HAFTARAH
COMMENTARY…

Parashat Kedoshim: Summary Lev. 19:1-20:27
God tells Moses to give the people a series of ethical and ritual laws
instructing them in how to be holy.
The Lord has just told Moses to tell the Israelites about the law commanding an annual Day of
Atonement and sexual prohibitions. The Lord told Moses, Speak to the whole Israelite
community and say to them:
You shall be holy, for I, the Lord your God, am holy. You shall each revere your mother and your
father and keep My Sabbaths. Do not turn to idols or make molten gods for yourselves. I, the
Lord, am your God.
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When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the way to the edges of your
field or gather the gleanings of your harvest. You shall not pick your vineyard bare. You shall
leave them for the poor and the stranger: I the Lord am your God.
You shall not steal, and you shall not deal deceitfully or falsely with one another. You shall not
swear falsely by My name, profaning the name of your God. I am the Lord.
You shall not coerce your neighbor. You shall not commit robbery.
You shall not insult the deaf or place a stumbling block before the blind. You shall fear your
God: I am the Lord.
You shall not render an unfair decision: do not favor the poor or show deference to the rich:
judge your neighbor fairly.
You shall not hate your kinsman in your heart. You shall not take vengeance or bear a grudge
against your kinfolk. Love your neighbor’s welfare as if it were your own. I am the Lord.
You shall observe My laws. You shall not let your cattle mate with a different kind of animal;
you shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed; you shall not put on cloth from a mixture of
two kinds of material.
When you enter the land and plant any tree for food, you shall regard its fruit as forbidden for
three years, but in the fourth year all its fruit shall be set aside for jubilation before the Lord.
Then in the fifth year you may use its fruit–that its yield to you may be increased: I, the Lord,
am your God.
You shall not eat anything with its blood. You shall not practice divination or soothsaying. You
shall not make gashes in your flesh for the dead or incise any marks on yourselves: I am the
Lord.
You shall keep My Sabbath and honor My sanctuary. I am the Lord.
Do not turn to ghosts and do not inquire of familiar spirits to be defiled by them: I, the Lord, am
your God.
You shall rise before the aged and show deference to the old: you shall fear your God: I am the
Lord.
When a stranger resides with you in your land, you shall not wrong him. The stranger who
resides with you shall be to you as one of your citizens; you shall love him as yourself, for you
were strangers in the land of Egypt. I, the Lord, am your God.
You shall not falsify measures of length, weight, or capacity. You shall have an honest balance,
honest weights. You shall faithfully observe all My laws and all My norms. I am the Lord.
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No man shall offer his children to the idol Molech for that shall profane My holy name. Nor shall
you commit adultery or incest or mate with beasts.
You shall sanctify yourselves and be holy. You shall faithfully observe My laws. I, the Lord, make
you holy.
You shall not follow the practices of the nations that I am driving out of the promised land. For
it is because they did all these things that I abhorred them and said to you, “You shall possess
their land, for I will give it to you to possess, a land flowing with milk and honey.”
I, the Lord, am your God who has set you apart from other people. So shall you set apart the
clean from the unclean. You shall be holy to Me, for I the Lord am holy, and I have set you apart
from other peoples to be mine.

Parashat Kedoshin Discussion Questions
1) What does it mean to love your neighbor’s welfare as if it were your own? Give one
example of how you show love to your neighbor.
2) The laws in this portion stress honesty and fairness. Why is being honest and fair
important? Do you think you are an honest and fair person? Do your neighbors, friends, and
co-workers think so? Do you believe that God thinks you are an honest and fair person?
3) God’s laws require taking care of the poor and the stranger and being respectful to the
deaf and the blind. Give one example of how you take care of the poor or stranger. Give one
example of how you show respect to the deaf and blind.
4) Why does God care how humans on earth treat each other? Do you care?

Haftarah for Kedoshim Amos 9:7-15, Eze. 20:220
On chosenness and holiness.
The Israelites Are No Better Than Other Nations
The haftarah selection from Amos opens with a judgment speech against sinful nations. The
prophet warns that wicked kingdoms will be wiped off the face of the earth—and that includes
the nation of Israel, which God does not think is any better than the Ethiopians, Philistines, or
the Arameans.
But God promises not to completely erase the nation He brought out of Egypt. In punishing His
own people, God will save a small remnant of the once numerous groups. This speech is
designed to remind the people of Israel that merely being a member of the Chosen People does
not guarantee salvation–a life of good deeds is required as well.
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Though Amos is scolding the people in this prophecy, he ends with a vision of redemption,
describing a time “when the mountains shall drip wine and all the hills shall wave [with grain]”
(9:13). Only then will God restore the people to their land, “nevermore to be uprooted” (9:15).

Connection to the Torah Portion
The haftarah from Amos emphasizes themes of universal divine judgment that are implied in
Parashat Kedoshim, where we read about God choosing and sanctifying the Israelites. God says,
“I have set you apart from other peoples to be Mine ( Leviticus 20:26 ). The haftarah reminds
Israel that even though they are chosen, they are not given license to sin, and their punishment
for sinning will be no less than the punishment meted out to other nations.

God Calls Israel to Account for its Sins
The haftarah selection from Ezekiel begins with God commanding Ezekiel to arraign the people
of Israel for their sins. In the remainder of the text, God speaks through Ezekiel as a prosecutor,
reminding the nation of their humble beginnings as slaves in Egypt, and of God’s promise to
bring them into a land flowing with milk and honey, “the fairest of all lands” (20:6).
While the Israelites were still in Egypt God told them to cast away all of the detestable things
that they were drawn to and abandon the disgusting ways of the Egyptians. But the people
refused and adhered to their sinful ways. God was ready to pour out His wrath on the people
but did not want to do so in the presence of the other nations because He was concerned that
doing so would cause his name to be profaned.
Then God brought the Israelites out of Egypt, gave them laws, a legal system, and Shabbat.
Again, God demanded that they abandon their sinful behavior, but the people ignored the laws
and desecrated Shabbat. And again, God considered punishing them with His wrath. But, God
explains, “I acted for the sake of My name, that it might not be profaned in the sight of the
nations before whose eyes I had led them out.” (20:14) Though God resisted the urge to
destroy His own people, He decided not to let the generation of Israelites who had left Egypt
enter the land He had promised them.
Through Ezekiel, God reminds the people that He warned every generation not to follow in the
ways of their fathers, but the Children of Israel continued to sin.
To most readers, the story of the Israelites’ Exodus and time in the wilderness is a familiar one,
but Ezekiel’s version is notable because it ignores the role of Moses entirely. In the time that
Ezekiel was giving his prophecy, Moses’ leadership was no longer the point to drive home.
Ezekiel’s goal was simply to castigate the people for sinning.

Connection to the Portion
In Parashat Kedoshim, God emphasizes that He gave the people, “My laws and My rules, by the
pursuit of which man shall live” ( Lev. 18:5 ). This same sentiment is repeated verbatim by
Ezekiel, “I gave them My laws and taught them My rules, by the pursuit of which a man shall
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live” (20:11). This phrase implies that following the laws given by God is the source of vitality, a
hard-hitting point in any era.
An additional connection between the parashah and haftarah is found in the way that Moses
and Ezekiel present the messages they have been given by God. In Parashat Kedoshim, Moses
transmits many laws from God to the people, always emphasizing that the tenets he teaches
come directly from God, and that the people can be sanctified by following in God’s way.
Similarly, in the haftarah, though Ezekiel is the vessel through which God is transmitting His
message, Ezekiel is careful to always emphasize the centrality of God’s law.

On the Occasion of a Double Portion
When Aharei Mot and Kedoshim are read together as a double parashah, most congregations
read the haftarah selection from Amos.

Jewish Tidbits…

Elisha
Successor to the prophet Elijah, he healed the sick, raised the dead,
and made iron float—but he was also a prophet who made serious
mistakes.
Many who have attended a Passover seder — and made it through to the end — have
concluded that seder by opening the door for Elijah, a 9th c. BCE prophet who, according to
Jewish tradition, will herald the messiah. Elijah was a fascinating biblical prophet (his stories
are found in the biblical book of II Kings) who advised and rebuked monarchs and worked
wonders — conjuring food, raining fire down from heaven, raising the dead. Strangely,
according to the Bible, Elijah never died, but was taken up to heaven in a fiery chariot. It is
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for this reason, perhaps, that he is, according to tradition, the prophet who will come back
to announce the coming of the messiah.
But this piece isn’t about Elijah — it’s about his protégé, Elisha. Like his famous mentor,
Elisha advised kings and wrought wonders. In fact, in the biblical story, Elisha seems to have
worked even more wonders than his mentor! Though Elisha is lesser known — and, to be
fair, he did not ascend to heaven to live forever — he is no less fascinating. In addition to
performing an extensive set of miracles, he was a character of deep passion, compassion,
and contradictions.
Though Elisha travels with Elijah for many years, his true prophetic work begins when Elijah
departs the earth. After Elijah is taken up to heaven, Elisha picks up Elijah’s fallen mantle —
literally. This biblical scene is in fact the source of the English expression. And from that
point, Elisha begins performing miracles as a full-fledged prophet.
Like many prophets, Elisha advises kings of Judah and Israel in military matters. He secures
the safety of Israel and Judah against the rebellions and invasions of foreign nations Moab
and Aram. And yet, he also attends to Israel’s foes: for instance, he heals the enemy
Aramean general Naaman from his leprosy.
But Elisha does not care only about national and international politics, he cares deeply for
socially and economically vulnerable individuals. One of Elisha’s first acts as prophet is to
turn a foul water source into a freshwater source, thereby making the town of Jericho
sustainable and self-sufficient.
Some of the most moving stories in the Book of Kings are those in which Elisha performs
miracles for the men and women who support his prophetic work. In one narrative, a widow
begs him for help when a creditor she is unable to repay threatens to enslave her children.
Elisha asks the woman what she owns, and she responds that she has “nothing at all in the
house, except a jug of oil.” Elisha tells her to borrow as many empty vessels from her
neighbors as she can, and then to pour oil from her jug into each of the empty vessels in
turn. The little jug of oil miraculously fills every vessel available, and the woman is able to
sell the oil, settle her debts, and thereby protect her children. (The story is likely the
inspiration for the rabbinic account of the Hannukah miracle — that one jug of oil kept the
great menorah in the Temple lit for eight days.)
At another later point, one of Elisha’s followers is chopping a tree down with a borrowed
iron axe head when the axe head falls into deep water. Unable to retrieve the axe head, the
man worries that he won’t be able to repay the lender for his lost axe. Elisha causes the axe
head to float back up to the top of the water, saving both the axe and the man’s finances.

Elisha floats the axe head.
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In another memorable story, Elisha prophecies that a Shunamite woman who has been
hospitable to him will miraculously bear a child. His prophecy bears fruit, but several years
later, the child dies suddenly. The Shunamite woman goes to Elisha to beg for his
intervention, and Elisha miraculously resurrects the child from the dead.
Though Elisha shows deep care in these and other miracles that he performs, his character is
in other ways questionable. In one very troubling story, Elisha’s temper leads to serious
casualties. Very early in his prophetic career, right after Elijah was taken up to heaven and
he was left on his own, Elisha was met on the road from Bethel by a large group of little boys
who mocked him for being bald. Enraged, Elisha cursed them in the name of God, and two
bears emerged from some nearby woods and mauled forty-two of them. This man with such
compassion for the poor and for widows then simply went on his way.
The rabbis of the Talmud are struck and deeply troubled by this violence — against teasing
children, no less. One strand of rabbinic thought attempts to minimize Elisha’s apparent
overreaction. Rabbi Eleazar suggests that the offenders were not children at all, but rather
individuals of little faith and no observance of the commandments, and so their punishment
was commensurate with their intentional wickedness. But even so, the rabbis of the Talmud
cannot exonerate Elisha for obscene overreaction, and imagine he was indeed punished by
God for his actions.
II Kings depicts Elisha as a man of miracles, deep compassion, and violence. What are we to
make of this contradictory character? Scholars have noted that the stories about Elisha were
meant to be read positively, to acclaim the prophet for his miracles, power, and prophetic
dignity. But even ancient rabbinic literature raised moral and ethical questions about Elisha’s
behavior. Was Elisha simply the product of a more violent time? It is worth noting that
Elisha’s temper is most on display at the very beginning of his prophetic career. Perhaps this
is a case of a man getting too much power too quickly, in the absence of a mentor, and only
over time learning some control. This is not to excuse Elisha’s behavior, but he like other
biblical characters is far from perfect — profoundly complicated and profoundly human. Just
like us.

Prayer
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Does Prayer Work?
Deuteronomy 3
23. And I pleaded with the Lord at that time, saying,
24. O Lord God, you have begun to show your servant your greatness, and your mighty hand;
for what God is there in heaven or in earth, that can do according to your works, and
according to your might?
25. I beg you, let me go over, and see the good land that is beyond the Jordan, that goodly
mountain region, and Lebanon.
26. But the Lord was angry with me for your sakes and would not hear me; and the Lord said
to me, Let it suffice you; speak no more to me of this matter.
The response by God to Moses is to essentially tell him to stop bothering Him about this.
Enough already! Stop bugging Me about this.
Whatever the reason for this lack of response by God or better yet, this dismissive response, I
leave to you. What is striking for me is how Rabbi Simlai from the Talmud ( Brachot 32a ) uses
this passage:
R. Simlai expounded: A person should always first recount the praise of the Holy One, blessed
be He, and then pray. Whence do we know this? From Moses, for it is written, And I besought
the Lord at that time, and it goes on, O Lord God, You have begun to show Your servant Your
greatness and Your strong hand; for what god is there in heaven and earth who can do
according to Your works and according to Your mighty acts, and afterwards is written, Let me
go over, I pray Thee, and see the good land etc.
For Rabbi Simlai, you want to learn how to pray correctly, follow the example of Moses. Begin
with praise and only then you can ask God for something. This structure is an integral part of
our liturgy. Praising God is required before you can plead your case. Rabbi Simlai does not
explain why this should be the case. One can speculate that one has to first recognize Someone
greater than yourself before one can focus on one’s own request. The almost absolute
Otherness of God may remind you that what you are seeking better be really significant.
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Whatever the case may be, Rabbi Simlai chooses the example where the prayer of Moses
failed! He had succeeded other times, the Golden Calf, the spies when God almost destroyed
the Jewish People. Yet the example to learn how to pray is when prayer is not successful, when
the request is not only denied, but dismissed out of hand.
For Rabbi Simlai and adopted by our tradition, there is a necessary structure to prayer. This is
the way it must be done. First praise, then request. I assume Rabbi Simlai followed this practice
thrice daily, as do I and many. Our prayers are usually genuine and sincere, even if sometimes
done without much conscious thought.
But do our prayers work? What do you think Rabbi Simlai might be teaching us about prayer?
About Moses whose prayer is rejected? What do we think we are doing when we call out to
God?

Food for Thought

Moroccan Fish and Crispy Rice Cake with
Saffron Crust
Nothing defines Moroccan cooking more than the classical preparation of fish. The vibrant red,
yellow, and green colors, the spicy aroma, and the delicate textures all come together in this
perfect dish. Traditionally, the fish is assembled and marinated in the fridge overnight, but if
you are short on time, you can easily go ahead and cook it straightaway.
I recommend serving this fish with my crispy rice cakes with saffron crust. This is a wonderful
side dish to make year- round—crunchy, light, and flavorful. I cover the rice with a few paper
towels as it cooks to absorb excess moisture, which helps to create a golden crust on the
bottom of the rice.
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Crispy Rice Cake with Saffron Crust

10 servings
INGREDIENTS
2 cups (14 oz/440 g) basmati rice, well rinsed
Kosher salt
3 Tbsp corn oil or rice bran oil
4 saffron threads, crushed between your fingertips
1 heaping tsp sweet paprika

DIRECTIONS
In a large saucepan, bring 4 cups (32 fl oz/1 l) water to a rapid boil over high heat. Stir in the
rice and1 teaspoon salt. Reduce the heat to medium-low, cover, and cook for about 9 minutes.
You don’t want the rice to be fully cooked or the water to be completely absorbed. It should be
only halfway there. Spoon the rice into a fine-mesh sieve placed over a bowl and letit stand
until all of the liquid has drained.
Meanwhile, heat a large sauté pan over medium-high heat. Pour in the oil and use a wooden
spoon to swirl the saffron and paprika into the oil. When the oil starts to sizzle, carefully spoon
in the rice, pressing it into the bottom of the pan to form a sort of “rice cake.” Reduce the heat
to medium, place a few paper towels over the rice, and cover the pan. Cook until the rice cake
is nicely browned and crisp, 15–20 minutes. Using a spatula,lift the cake occasionally to make
sure the rice isn’t burning. When the cake is ready, uncover and let cool for a few minutes.
Remove the paper towels. Carefully invert a large plate over the top of the pan, invert the plate
and pan together, and then lift off the pan. Serve right away. The rice cake can also be made up
to one hour ahead and kept covered at room temperature.
Just before serving, reheat in a 300°F (150°C) oven.
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Moroccan Fish
Ingredients
For the paprika oil:
1⁄2 cup (13⁄4 oz/55 g) sweet paprika
2 cups (16 floz/500 ml) canola oil
For the saffron water:
1 Tbsp saffron threads
1 cup (8 floz/250 ml) boiling water
4 cloves garlic, quartered
1 bunch fresh cilantro, stems reserved and left whole, leaves chopped
2 red bell peppers, seeded and finely diced
3 dried red chiles, such as guajillo, ancho, or pasilla
6 grouper or tilapia fillets, about 6 oz (185 g) each
1–2 preserved lemons, cut into small pieces
Kosher salt and freshly ground pepper
Fresh cilantro for garnish

Directions
To make the paprika oil: In a glass jar combine the paprika and oil and shake until well blended.
Set aside. This will serve as the base for your Moroccan cooking. Store in a dark pantry and
always shake before using.
To make the saffron water: Preheat the oven to 425°F (220°C). Place the saffron on a small
piece of aluminum foil and fold over to secure the saffron inside. Toast in the oven for no more
than 1 minute. Use your fingers to crumble the saffron into tiny pieces. Place in a small glass jar,
pour in the boiling water, and shake until well blended. This mixture will also come in handy for
Moroccan cooking.
If you have time to marinate the fish: Pour 1 ⁄4 cup (2 floz/ 60 ml) of the paprika oil into a large
sauté pan. Add the garlic, cilantro stems, bell peppers, and chiles. Place the grouper on top and
add the preserved lemons. Pour 3 tablespoons of the saffron water evenly over the fish. Use
your hands to rub the liquids into the fish.
Season with salt and pepper. If you have time, cover the pan and let the fish marinate in the
fridge for up to 24 hours.
Remove the pan from the fridge, place over medium- high heat, and cook, covered, for 10
minutes. Reduce the heat to low, sprinkle the cilantro leaves over the fish, and cook,
uncovered, for 10 minutes longer. The dish should look bright and bubbly.
Serve right away.
If you have don’t have time to marinate the fish: Pour 1 ⁄4 cup (2 floz/60 ml) of the paprika oil
into a large sauté pan. Add the garlic, cilantro stems, bell peppers, and chiles, place over
medium-high heat, and cook, stirring occasionally, until the peppers and chiles are softened,
about 4 minutes.
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Place the fish on top and add the preserved lemons. Pour 3 tablespoons of the saffron water
evenly over the fish. Season with salt and pepper. Tilt the pan so that the liquids are evenly
coating all of the fillets. Cover and cook over medium-high heat for 10 minutes. Reduce the
heat to low, sprinkle the cilantro leaves over the fish, and cook, uncovered, for 10 minutes
longer. The dish should look bright and bubbly. Serve right away.
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